Known for award-winning products connecting infrared (IR), serial (RS232 and 485), relay, and sensor input, to a WiFi or IP network, Global Caché introduces GLOBAL CONNECT, the newest high performance family of connectivity products from the company that has revolutionized the way you connect, command and control. Adding the ability to build the scalable I/O you need, with customizable configuration, and added modules including local computing capability (Raspberry Pi slot), and HDMI switching. GLOBAL CONNECT features individual IP addresses for each module with individual web pages for easy configuration and advanced addressability.

GLOBAL CONNECT is built with performance, flexibility, and empowering in mind. It delivers a simple cost-effective way to extend the reach of any control system, from legacy hardware-based systems to leading-edge cloud based control software; from current projects to future installations.

7 Chassis Options
- 19" Rack Mount option, and 15", 10.5", 7.5", 6", and 4.5" free standing options

Networking Modules
- GC-IP: 1 slot; single RJ45 10/100 ethernet connection
- GC-IP2: 2 slots; 2 ports RJ45 10/100 ethernet switch (required with Raspberry Pi)
- GC-IP-P: 2 slots; 1 port RJ45 10/100 PoE (802.3af) connection
- GC-IP2-P: 2 slots; 2 RJ45 10/100 ethernet switch. Port 1 is PoE enabled, Port 2 is standard ethernet
- GC-WF: 2 slots; 2.4 GHz 802.11b/g/n wireless interface; supports AP mode (WAP

Connectivity Modules
- IR, Serial, Contact Closure, Sensor, HDMI, Raspberry Pi
CONNECT ANY DEVICE OVER ANY NETWORK

The Global Connect is the next generation for IP connectivity and control. With options for connecting serial, IR, relay, and HDMI to the network, it is easier than ever to manage and deploy equipment and have an easy method to control those devices. Utilizing the Raspberry Pi when needed will provide additional options for customization and interface, including cloud connectivity.

The Global Connect provides a scalable solution with unlimited possibilities. If you need to connect to it, you only need one solution. Connect globally with the Global Connect.